The one-loop effective action for a massive self-interacting scalar field is investigated in 4-dimensional ultrastatic space-time R × H 3 /Γ, H 3 /Γ being a non-compact hyperbolic manifold with finite volume. Making use of the Selberg trace formula, the ζ-function related to the small disturbance operator is constructed. For an arbitrary gravitational coupling, it is found that ζ(s) has a simple pole at s = 0. The one-loop effective action is analysed by means of proper-time regularisations and the one-loop divergences are explicitly found. It is pointed out that, in this special case, also ζ-function regularisation requires a divergent counterterm, which however is not necessary in the free massless conformal invariant coupling case. Finite temperature effects are studied and the high-temperature expansion is presented. A possible application to the problem of the divergences of the entanglement entropy for a free massless scalar field in a Rindler-like space-time is briefly discussed.
Introduction
In the last decades there has been a lot of investigations about the properties of quantum fields in curved space-times [1, 2] . There has also been some interest in studying free scalar fields in static topologically nontrivial space-times. We would like to remind that a lot of investigations have been concerned with space-times with the toroidal topology (see for example Refs. [3, 4] and references therein) or orbifold factors of spheres [5, 6] . The case of compact hyperbolic manifolds has also been considered (see for example Refs. [4, 7] ). In this case one is dealing with an ultrastatic space-time R × H 3 /Γ, H 3 /Γ being a compact hyperbolic manifold, H 3 the Lobachevsky space and Γ a discrete group of isometries acting on H 3 and containing loxodromic, hyperbolic and elliptic elements (see Refs. [8, 9, 10, 11, 7] ).
In this paper we extend the analysis considering a self-interacting scalar field in an ultrastatic space-times with non-compact, but with finite volume hyperbolic spatial section. Such spaces, for a fixed value of the cosmological time, may be of significant interest in cosmology [12] , since it has been recently claimed that hyperbolic compact space-times have some problem with regard to inflationary scenario [13] . In our example, the discrete group of isometry can be chosen in the form Γ = SL(2, Z Z+iZ Z)/{±Id}. It is generated by parabolic mappings (Id is an isolated identity element of Γ) and is associated with a non-compact manifold having an invariant fundamental domain of finite volume. In fact there exists a homeomorphism between H 3 /Γ and the manifold without boundary (S 1 × U c )/∂M , U c being a punctured cylinder and the boundary ∂M being homeomorphic to the torus S 1 × S 1 .
We shall work in the one-loop approximation. Making use of the Selberg trace formula, we will investigate the asymptotic expansion of the heat-kernel trace Tr exp(−tL 4 ), L 4 being the small disturbance (Laplace-like) operator. We shall find that the presence of parabolic elements in Γ leads to the appearance of logarithmic factor in the small t asymptotic expansion. For non-compact Riemannian surfaces of finite area, this fact has been observed in Refs. [14, 15] . However in this case the meromorphic continuation of the ζ-function has been shown to be regular at s = 0, thus the determinant of the Laplacian has been evaluated by means of the standard ζ-function regularisation [16, 17] . On the contrary, in the (1+3)-dimensional case, we shall show that ζ(s|L 4 ) is a meromorphic function having a simple pole at s = 0. In a different context, i.e. the computation of functionals determinant of Laplacian on the generalised cone, the appearance of a non standard logarithmic term has been recently pointed out in Ref. [18] and this fact was first noted by Cheeger [19] and others authors [20, 21] . However, in Ref. [18] the things have been arranged in order to avoid the logarithmic term, by dealing with a conformally coupled free massless field. We will show that also in our case, the same choice leads to a regular ζ-function at s = 0.
In order to give a meaning to the determinant of the small disturbance operator, we shall make use of the proper-time Schwinger regularisation, which includes the ζ-function one. Within this approach, the one-loop ultraviolet divergences will be explicitly calculated. It will be found that also the regularisation requires a counterterm, which, however, is absent for a conformally coupled free massless scalar field. Besides the usual ones we find new divergences, which, however, may be absorbed making use of the one-loop renormalisation procedure.
The finite temperature effects as well as the vacuum energy will be studied in some detail for a self-interacting scalar field. In absence of parabolic element, these effects have been investigated in Ref. [22] . We find that, in the high-temperature expansion, the parabolic elements induce new terms, which may play a role in the cosmological applications.
The contents of the paper are the following. In Sec. 2 the trace of heat kernel for a Laplacetype operator is computed by means of the Selberg trace formula. The meromorphic structure of the related ζ-function is determined. In Sec. 3 the regularisation of the one-loop effective action is discussed in the framework of the Schwinger regularisations. In Sec. 4 the finite temperature effects are investigated. Finally we end with some conclusions in Sec. 5. In the Appendices, a summary of the Selberg trace formula for a non-compact hyperbolic manifold with finite invariant fundamental domain is presented.
The heat kernel and the ζ-function
Here we concentrate our attention on a self-interacting scalar field in an ultrastatic space-time M in which the spatial section is a manifold with constant curvature. For the sake of generality, we shall derive a general expression for the one-loop effective potential. Then we shall discuss in detail the case in which the spatial section is H 3 /Γ, the discrete group of isometries Γ containing parabolic elements only. When Γ contains elliptic elements, conical-like singularities appear in the manifold and in this case the renormalisation becomes quite delicate. For a discussion of similar situations see for example Ref. [23] .
We start with the classical Euclidean action for the scalar field in IR × H 3 /Γ
where the classical potential reads
∆ being the Laplace-Beltrami operator, R the scalar curvature, m the mass, λ and ξ arbitrary constants. The small disturbance operator associated with the action (2.1) is given by
where we assume α 2 = m 2 + ξR + λφ 2 c /2 to be a constant and the prime stands for the derivative with respect to the classical field φ c . Since we are dealing with an ultrastatic space-time, we have
2)
∆ 3 being the Laplace-Beltrami operator acting in H 3 /Γ. The one-loop effective potential is defined by
where µ is a dimensional renormalisation parameter, ℓ the (infinite) interval of imaginary time and V (F ) the volume of the fundamental domain of H 3 /Γ which is defined in the Appendix A.
As discussed in the Introduction, the determinant of an elliptic differential operator requires a regularisation. One of the most used regularisation is the ζ-function regularisation [16, 24, 17] . By means of it one has
where the ζ ′ is the derivative with respect to s of the ζ-function. In the standard cases, the ζ-function at s = 0 is well defined and so by means of the latter formula one gets a finite result. It is well known that the meromorphic structure of the analytically continued ζ-function, as well as the ultraviolet divergences of the one-loop effective action, can be related to the asymptotic properties of the heat-kernel trace, which in our case reads
Tr exp (−tL 3 ) .
(2.5)
For the rank-1 symmetric space H 3 /Γ (the group Γ contains the identity and parabolic elements) the trace of the operator exp −(tL 3 ) may be computed by using Eq. (B.14) with the choice h(r) = exp −t(r 2 + δ 2 ) and δ 2 = |κ| + α 2 (here κ = R/6 is the (negative) constant curvature of H 3 ). We have
As a result, directly using Eq. (B.15)
C being a computable constant and γ being the Euler constant. The asymptotic behaviour of the last integral for t → 0 can be evaluated by using Eq. (B.16). Besides the usual terms one has for the heat kernel in 3-dimensions, one gets terms with logarithmic factors due to the presence of parabolic elements in Γ. These terms are absent for co-compact group Γ (compact hyperbolic manifolds). The asymptotic for the heat kernel reads
and all the other coefficients are in priciple computable. We have put
One has a similar short t-expansion for the heat-kernel trace related to the operator L 4 . From Eqs. (2.5) and (2.9) one has
Let us analyse the consequences of the presence of logarithmic terms in the expansion Eq. (2.11). As usual, we may introduce the ζ-function associated with the elliptic operator L 4 by means of the Mellin transform
valid for Re s > 2. In order to get the meromorphic structure of the function (2.12), we splits the integration range in the two intervals [0, 1) and [1, ∞) obtaining in this way two integrals. The last one is regular for s → 0, while the behaviour of the first one can be estimated by using the asymptotics, Eq. (2.11). We have
and so the meromorphic structure reads
where J 4 (s) is an analytic function. We see that in contrast with the usual cases, the analytic continuation of ζ-function is not regular at s = 0, but it has a simple pole. It has to be noted also the presence of a double pole at s = 1 and new simple poles at s = −n (n ≥ 2).
The one-loop effective action
We have seen in the previous Section that ζ-function regularisation cannot be used without modifications. In order to understand how to proceed, we shall work within the so called propertime regularisation of one-loop effective action. More specifically, we define the regularised determinant by means of [25, 7] (ln det
in which ρ ε (t) is a regularisation function necessary to deal with the singularities of Tr e −tL 4 present for t → 0. The properties of ρ ε (t) are the following [25, 26] :
Of course, the latter requirement is valid for a sufficiently large ε. The ζ-function regularisation may be obtained with the choice ρ H ε (t) = d dε t ε Γ(ε) . In fact, for a suitable Re ε > 0 we have
In the usual cases, namely when ζ(s|L 4 ) is regular at s = 0, the ζ-function regularisation directly gives the finite part of the effective potential. On the contrary, the other regularisations, besides a finite part, give divergent terms proportional to the spectral coefficients (ultraviolet divergences). For example, the cutoff proper-time regularisation, corresponding to the choice ρ C ε (t) = θ(t − ε), gives three ultraviolet divergent terms, proportional to ε −2 , ε −1 , ln ε respectively, while the choice ρ D ε (t) = t ε [24] (related to dimensional regularisation) gives only a divergent term −ε −1 ζ(0|L 4 ). As shown in the previous section, Eq. (2.14), the ζ-function for our case is not regular at the point s = 0. This means that ζ-function regularisation for the effective potential gives divergent contributions as well as all other regularisations. From Eqs. (2.5), (2.7) and
where ψ is the logarithmic derivative of Γ and G(s) is a function, regular in a neighbourhood of the point s = 0, which may be expressed in terms of the function f (z), introduced in the Appendix B and defined by Eq. (B.15 ). In particular, its value at the point s = 0 is given by
and its computation may require a numerical calculation. As a result ln det L 4
The structure of the ultraviolet divergences may be put in evidence by using, for example, the cutoff proper-time regularisation. A straightforward computation gives ln det L 4
which, apart divergent and finite terms, is equal to Eq. (3.6).
We conclude this section with some remarks. First one can see that in general the ζ-function regularisation is on the same level of the other proper-time regularisations and needs a divergent counterterm. If one makes use of another regularisation new additional divergences appear. Such new ultraviolet divergences depend on the coefficient
However, their dependence on φ c is such that the usual one-loop renormalisation procedure may be applied. Furthermore, in the case of massless free scalar field with the conformal coupling ξ = 1/6, we have P 2 = 0 and thus, in this particular case the usual evaluation of the effective action by means of ζ-function methods works without any modification. We note that a similar circumstance happens in a different geometric setting like fields on a generalised cone [18] . Finally, the dependence on the renormalization scale parameter µ is different from the usual Coleman-Weinberg case and this requires a separate discussion which will not be reported here.
Finite temperature effects
Since we have an ultrastatic space-time, the finite temperature effects can be studied considering the scalar field on S 1 × H 3 /Γ satisfying periodic boundary conditions on the imaginary time, the period β being interpreted as inverse equilibrium temperature. Making use of the ζ-regularisation, the logarithmic of the partition function is 
as in the zero temperature case with ℓ → β. As a result we have
in which the first contribution, depending linearly on β, is related to the vacuum energy (effective potential) and the second one is the statistical sum contribution. It is possible to show that this last contribution is ultraviolet finite, thus we may take the limit ε → 0. By using the Mellin-Parseval identity, the free energy can be conveniently written in the form [7] 
where ζ R (z) is the Riemann ζ-function and c > 2. The integrand function has double poles at the points z = −1, −2, −3, ... and z = 1, simple poles at z = 1 2 and z = 2 and finally a pole of order 3 at z = 0. Shifting the vertical contour to the left, with the help of the theorem of residues we obtain a small β expansion for the statistical sumF β = F β (ε) − F ∞ (ε). It readŝ
It should be noted that the presence of parabolic elements in the discrete group of isometry leads to the appearance of new terms in the high temperature expansion, only the leading (Planckian) one being left unchanged.
Conclusions
In this paper we have considered a self-interacting scalar field in an ultrastatic space-time whose spatial section is a non-compact hyperbolic manifold with finite volume. By means of the Selberg trace formula we have investigated the one-loop effective action. It has been shown that the asymptotics of the heat-kernel trace related to the small disturbance operator, a Laplacetype operator acting on the manifold R × H 3 /Γ, contains logarithmic terms in t, absent in the smooth or compact background. As a consequence, we have seen that the ζ-function can be analytically continued and its meromorphic structure admits a simple pole at s = 0. In order to analyse this new situation, a general class of regularisations (proper-time regularisations) have been considered and we have observed that also the ζ-function regularisation of the one-loop effective action requires a divergent counterterm, as well as all other regularisations. We have noticed, however, that no problem arises as soon as one is dealing with a conformally coupled free massless scalar field. The finite temperature effects have also been investigated and a general expression for the one-loop free energy at temperature β −1 has been presented. It has to be noticed that new terms appear in the high-temperature expansion. As a consequence, the quantum corrections to the mass, which are defined by means of the relation
receive new contributions, which may play a role in the discussion of the phase transition of the system, that is in the problem of symmetry breaking (or restoration) in some cosmological scenarios.
Another potentially interesting application of the model we have studied deals with the problem of the divergences one encounters in the evaluation of the entropy (the entanglement entropy) for a scalar field in Rindler space-time and in the related mechanical statistical entropy of the black hole [27, 28, 29] . This issue has been recently discussed in Ref. [30] . It is a common feature of the all methods used in the analysis of the mechanical-statistical entropy, namely the entropy of quantum fields in a background with a horizon, the fact that the density of states is blowing up near the horizon. It has been shown that the leading divergence is associated to the divergence of the spatial optical volume. For Rindler space-time, the 4-dimensional conformal optical metric is ultrastatic and the spatial optical section turns out to be locally the hyperbolic 3-dimensional space H 3 , which obviously, being non-compact, has an infinite volume. For physical reasons, the spatial metric must be non-compact. However, we remind that, besides the huge number of compact hyperbolic manifolds (the ones whose discrete group of isometries contain hyperbolic and elliptic elements), there exist also non-compact hyperbolic manifolds with finite volume.
With regard to this issue, it might be interesting to consider the space-time we are dealing with, i.e. R × H 3 /Γ as the conformal optical counterpart of a space-time which (at least locally) is the Rindler one with some identifications. As has been considered in this paper, the discrete group Γ has the form SL(2, Z Z + iZ Z)/{±Id}, generated by parabolic mappings and related to non-compact manifold with invariant fundamental domain of finite volume. In the Appendix A a homeomorphism between H 3 /Γ and boundaryless manifold (S 1 × U c )/∂M has been presented. The manifold (S 1 × U c )/∂M can be constructed by means of the compactification of two planar coordinates of a Rindler-like spatial section and the identification of the faces of the corresponding polyhedron. In some sense, this compactification procedure could be similar to the regularisation with the help of volume cutoff parameter introduced in Ref. [30] .
A Fundamental domain of the discrete group SL(2, Z Z+iZ Z)/{±Id} In this first Appendix, we will summarise the geometry and local isometry associated with a simple 3-dimensional complex Lie group. We shall consider discrete subgroups Γ ⊂ SL(2, I C)/{±Id}, where Id is the 2 × 2 identity matrix and is an isolated element of the Γ. The group Γ acts discontinuously at the point z ∈Ī C,Ī C being the extended complex plane. We recall that a transformation γ = Id γ ∈ Γ, with A transformation γ carries its isometric circle I(γ) into I(γ −1 ). The isometric fundamental domain of a Fuchsian group (Kleinian group without loxodromic elements) has the following structure: it is bounded by arcs of circles orthogonal to the invariant circle and consists either of two symmetric components or of a single component, while the mappings connecting its equivalent sides, generate the whole group. In many cases, it is more convenient to deal with other fundamental regions. For example, the so-called normal fundamental Dirichlet polygons are often used for Fuchsian groups and we will follow this approach here. Now we consider a discrete group Γ of a special kind. Let G = SL(2, I C)/{±Id}, then for Γ ⊂ G, one can choose Γ = SL(2, Z Z + iZ Z)/{±Id}, where Z Z is the ring of integer numbers. The element γ ∈ Γ will be identified with −γ. The group Γ has, within a conjugation, one maximal parabolic subgroup Γ ∞ (c = 0). Thus, the fundamental domain related to Γ has one parabolic vertex and can be taken in the form [31, 32] F (Γ) = (y, w) :
As an example let us consider the parabolic mappings
If we identify the faces of the polyhedron, Eq. (A.4), we get a manifold M (Γ) that is homeomorphic to a punctured torus
is a punctured cylinder. It is turned into a hyperbolic manifold by removing the boundary ∂M (Γ), which is homeomorphic to the torus S 1 ⊗ S 1 .
B A contribution to the Selberg trace formula associated with the cusp form
Here we will discuss the Selberg trace formula on the space H 3 , which can be constructed as an expansion in eigenfunctions of the automorphic Laplacian. To begin with, we assume that the group Γ is generated by parabolic mappings. Since the discrete group Γ has a cusp at ∞ (c = 0), each element of the stabiliser Γ ∞ is a translation, as we have seen in the Appendix A. We compute the conjugacy class {γ} Γ , γ ∈ Γ ∞ with γ different from identity. If
then the conjugacy class with representative γ consists in γ and γ −1 , where
The remaining conjugacy classes have the representatives in Γ ∞ of the form
The centralisers related to these representations read
Let us consider an arbitrary integral operator with kernel k(z, z ′ ). Invariance of the operator is equivalent to fulfillment of the condition k(γz, γz ′ ) = k(z, z ′ ) for any z, z ′ ∈ H 3 and γ ∈ P SL(2, I C). So the kernel of the invariant operator is a function of the geodesic distance between z and z ′ . It is convenient to replace such a distance with the fundamental invariant of a pair of points u(z, z ′ ) = |z − z ′ | 2 /yy ′ , thus k(z, z ′ ) = k(u(z, z ′ )) . Let λ i be the isolated eigenvalues of the self-adjoint extension of the Laplace operator and let us introduce a suitable analytic function h(r) and r 2 j = λ j − 1. It can be shown that h(r) is related to the quantity k(u(z, γz)) by means of the Selberg transform. Let us denote by g(u) the Fourier transform of h(r), namely
For one parabolic vertex let us introduce a subdomain F Y of the fundamental region F (Γ) by means
where Y is a sufficiently large positive number. Let us suppose that h(r) is a even analytic function in the strip | Im r| < 1 + ε (ε > 0) and h(r) = O(1 + |r| 2 ) −2 . Then for N = 3 the following formula holds [31] :
in which dµ(z) = y −3 dydx 1 dx 2 is the invariant measure on It should be noted that the terms of the trace formula associated with the elements γ and γ −1 coincide. Then the contribution to the first integral of Eq. (B.7), which comes from all conjugacy classes of the γ-type (γ ∈ Γ γ ), for Y → ∞ can be written as follows 
